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Measurements of the electrical resistivity of palladium, residual resistivity ratio
containing 1.7 ppm of Fe have been made from 5.5 K to 1.8 mK. 15 Hz ac susceptibility measurements from 1 K to 1.8 mK together with the resistivity data suggest
that a transition into a spin-glass state occurs near 7 mK.
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The low-temperature properties of pure palladias well as its alloys have been the subject of
numerous theoretical and experimental investigations in recent years. ' Pure Pd exhibits a large
susceptibility enhancement over the normal Pauli
susceptibility and is nearly ferromagnetic. Scattering of electrons from spin density Quctuations
(paramagnons) are thought to play an important
role in the electrical resistivity at temperatures
below about 6 K. Furthermore, just as in the
case of superQuid 'He, it is believed that for a
very pure sample at sufficiently low temperatures these paramagnon effects could result in
an attractive interaction strong enough to allow
pairing of the electrons in a triplet S =1 spin
state leading to P-wave superconductivity. ~' The
addition of as little as 0.1/o Fe or Co to Pd results in ferromagnetism with the effective moment
of the magnetic impurity enhanced as much as a
factor of 2 or more. Recently it has been predicted that at very low Fe concentrations, less
than 600 ppm, PdFe will exhibit a spin-glass
transition.
In this Letter, we present both electrical resistivity and susceptibility data that suggests Pd with only 1.7 ppm of Fe exhibits such a
transition at =7 mK.
The adiabatic demagnetization cell used for
these experiments has been described elsewhere. '
The Pd sample was contained in a magnetically
shielded tower located above the refrigerant and
thermal contact was provided by liquid 'He. Resistivity measurements were made using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
in an ac bridge configuration' in the frequency
range 3 Hz to 160 Hz. Susceptibility measureum

'
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ments were performed at 15 Hz using a second
SQUID. Temperatures below 0.3 K were determined from 15-Hz mutual-inductance
measurements on 10 mg of cerium magnesium nitrate located in a second magnetically shielded tower
using a third SQUID. Above 0.3 K, temperatures
were determined with use of a calibrated germanium resistance thermomenter.
The 14-mm-long
and 0.95-mm-average-diameter
sample of Pd was
prepared with use of a zone-refining technique in
air. Current leads were soft soldered to the
ends of the sample and the supereonducting voltage leads were connected with use of a minimum
amount of soft solder 3.5 mm from each end.
The room temperature to 4.2 K resistance ratio
was measured using a standard four-wire dc technique and found to be 15 300.
We employed two techniques for determining
the low-temperature resistivity. The first of
which was to measure the frequency dependence
of the resistivity at low frequencies and extrapolate to zero frequency. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the precision of the measurement quickly decreases with decreasing frequency
because most of the Johnson-noise power coupled
to the SQUID, arising from the random thermal
Quctuations of the conduction electrons in our
sample, is confined to be within the = 0.3 rad/sec
characteristic frequency of the measuring circuit. The advantage of this technique is that skin
depth considerations become less important as
the frequency is lowered. The second approach
was to make use of the fact that at high frequencies the resistivity is proportional to the square
root of the measuring frequency and the slope,
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&p(m)j&u'I', is equal to br(pp)'~', where y is
the radius of the sample, p is the magnetic permeability, 5 is a constant that depends only on the
geometry of the sample, and p is the zero-frequency resistivity. Thus a measurement of this
slope should be linearly proportional to the square
root of the zero-frequency resistivity, so long as
the magnetic permeability of the sample is constant. The advantage here is that the precision
associated with the measurement of p(~) at high
frequencies, can be several orders of magnitude
greater than a similar measurement' near ~-0.
Also, the time required to obtain an accurate
measurement of the slope was only a few hours,
while for the extrapolation technique more than
six hours of measurements were frequently required. From 15 mK to 5.5 K the value of the
zero-frequency electrical resistivity determined
with use of both techniques agreed to better than

0.5&a.
The electrical resistivity from 40 mE to 5.5 E
measured in a 0.001-0e magnetic field was found
to be equal to

p(1) =4.28&10

"+1 59&&10 "T2(K) 0 cm,

(1)

leading to a 7'=0 residual resistance ratio of
and electron22 500. Both electron-paramagnon
to
the T' term,
electron scattering can contribute
contributions
these
of
importance
relative
but the
cannot be experimentally determined. The coefficient of the T' term in Eq. 1 is nearly a factor of 2 smaller than that reported in earlier
work" "using, for the most part, polycrystalline samples. In contrast, our sample was a
single crystal, carefully handled to avoid any
strains during mounting or cooling, with a purity.
nearly 15 times higher than in the earlier work.
This suggests that there may be a significant difference in the T behavior of the electrical resistivity of Pd in the clean and dirty limits.
Figure 1 displays the low-temperature resistivity data obtained in 0.001-0e static field using
both the slope and ~ =0 extrapolation techniques.
The solid curve is the fit to the data using Eq. (1).
Below 40 mK the resistivity decreases somewhat
faster than expected from Eq. (1) and below 15
mK the resistivity determined using the high-frequency slope decreases faster than that deterThis suggests
mined from the co =0 extrapolation.
that either the permeability of the sample is decreasing below 15 mK or that something more
complicated in the dynamical response of this
system is occurring at these low temperatures.
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FIG. l. Electrical resistivity of Pd as a function of
temperature in a 0.001-0e field. Solid curve is a fit to
the data from 5.5 K to 60 mK assuming p(V') = p p+ 6T
Open circles are data obtained from the slope Ap(~)1
Solid circles are data obtained from an ~ =0
extrapolation.
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Evidence for the latter is shown in Fig. 2 where
the change in the 15-Hz susceptibility of this
sample relative to the susceptibility at 1 K is displayed as a function of temperature in a 20-Oe
static field. The peak-to-peak ac measuring
field was 6&10 4 Oe. Because of the presence of
the solder used to connect the leads to the sample, an absolute value of the susceptibility could
not be determined.
From 1 K to —=20 mK the susceptibility is Curie-like with a Curie constant of
C =7.1~ 10 ' K. Below 20 mK the susceptibility
increases much more slowly than expected from
a Curie behavior, reaches a maximum value near
7 mE and decreases fairly rapidly with decreasing temperature below 7 mK. The maximum in
4.0—
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the ac susceptibility indicates that a magnetic ordering has occurred in this sample and that this
ordering is not ferromagnetic in character.
After this experiment was completed, the sample was analyzed using a very sensitive atomic
absorption technique and was found to contain 1.7
+ 0.3 ppm of Fe by weight and from a batch analysis of the starting material, before zone refining,
the level of all other magnetic impurities is known
to be well below 1 ppm. Using the magnitude of
the measured Curie constant together with the Fe
concentration, we find that the effective magnetic
moment of Fe in this sample is (7.6+ 0.7) p, which
is in reasonable agreement with the concentration
dependence of the effective Fe moment in Pd reported by Crangle and Scott.
The observed maximum in the ac susceptibility
is a feature exhibited by most metallic spin glasses" but generally the zero-field susceptibility
peak is much sharper than that displayed in Fig.
2. However, in the presence of a small static
field (compared with the field which saturates the
remnant magnetization of a spin gla, ss), it is
known that the susceptibility peak becomes broadened and the temperature at which the maximum
occurs, the spin-glass ordering temperature 7'~,
is decreased slightly. '~ Furthermore, there is
evidence that in some spin glasses the peak in ac
susceptibility becomes less well defined as the
magnetic impurity concentration is reduced.
Another interesting feature of our data is shown
in Fig. 3 where the low-temperature field dependence of the electrical resistivity is displayed.
The data displayed were obtained using the slope
technique but for the 200-0e, 70-0e, and 20-Oe
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data there was better than 19o agreement with the
~ =0 extrapolation procedure. The 20-0e, VO-Oe,
and 200-Oe data were obtained after first warming the experimental cell up to 9 K and trapping
the field inside the superconducting shield. The
electrical resistivity measured in these fields indicates that the sample exhibits a positive magnetoresistance. However, the 29.6-0e data displayed in Fig. 3 were obtained from two separate
demagnetizations by first cooling the sample to
1.8 mK in 0.001 Qe and then applying the field via
a long superconducting coil that completely surrounded the sample. The resulting resistivity below V mK (the temperature of the ac susceptibility maximum) was always smaller than the zerofield value. Above 7 mK, the 29.6-0e resistivity
was always larger than the zero-field data and
above 10 mK the resistivity was approximately
equal to the value one would expect from the magnetoresistance behavior of the other data.
To our knowledge this type of field dependence
of the resistivity has never been observed in a
system that orders antiferromagnetically
but is
similar to the kind of hysteretic behavior observed for the magnetization in spin-glasses below the ordering temperature. '4 For example,
if a field is applied to CuMn, a well known spinglass system, after first cooling through T~ in
zero field, the resulting magnetization is much
smaller, initially than the magnetization one
would measure if the sample were cooled through
T~ in the same field, and jncreases logarithmically in time with a time constant that can be on the
order of days or longer.
The results presented here indicate that I'dFe
with only 1.7 ppm of Fe undergoes a transition
from a paramagnetic state into some new magnetic state which is neither ferromagnetic nor
antiferromagnetic.
Furthermore, the absence of
any logarithmic temperature dependence of the
electrical resistivity would seem to rule out any
possible Kondo type of phenomena. However, this
ordering is very similar to the type of order present in most metallic spin-glasses and supports
the recent theoretical predictions that PdFe should
exhibit spin-glass behavior at low Fe concentrations. Further measurements of the field dependence of both the ac and dc susceptibilities for
several concentrations of Fe, as well as studies
of the spin dynamics, will be necessary before
the exact nature of this very low-temperature
transition can be determined.
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We have used the Monte Carlo renormalization-group
method to study the three-state
Potts model in three and four dimensions. In both cases, we find a first-order transition without an associated discontinuity fixed point. The transition in three dimensions
is "almost second order" in the sense that some evidence was found for the existence of
second-order fixed points associated with singularities in the metastable region just
beyond the first-order transition.

three-state,
The three-dimensional,
netic Potts model' is described by

ferromag-

mental results point to a first-order transition.
We have studied the three-state Potts model in
both three and four dimensions using the Monte
Carlo renormalization-group
(MCRG) method 2'
We have been able to determine that the transition is first order in both cases. In addition, the
rather novel position-space renormalizationgroup flows obtained from the MCHG analysis
have clarified the nature of these first-order
transitions (including the existence of metastable
branches) and explained the difficulties encountered by other methods. We believe that these
results should have broad application to the general theory of first-order transitions.
The usual description of first-order transitions
in the context of position-space renormalizationgroup theory (which includes the MCRG) was first
given by Nienhuis and Nauenberg.
They showed
that a sufficient condition for a first-order transi-

"

where 0; =1, 2, or 3, the sum is over the nearest-neighbor pairs, and K» includes a factor of
—I/h~T. It is expected to describe the critical
properties of a number of physical systems such
as ferromagnets with cubic anisotropy in a magnetic field. 2 Although Landau theory predicts a
first-order phase transition (which is certa, inly
correct for sufficiently high dimensionality), the
transition is known to be second order in two dimensions. ' Several attempts have been made to
determine the nature of the transition in three
dimensions, but it proved to be difficult to find,
theoretically or experimentally, an unambigous
although the experianswer to the problem,

"
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